Introduction

University College (UC) plans to revitalize its space to support student engagement and interdisciplinary academic programming. The college values equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility (EDIA) and wants to reimagine spaces with these principles at the forefront.

Since 2016, the Innovation Hub has established an in-depth understanding of student experiences and expertise in designing feedback sessions across a variety of settings at the University of Toronto. We take a design thinking approach that focuses on collecting qualitative data through conversations as well as storytelling and translating the themes and insights from the data into design criteria. Our attention is focused on ensuring that all stakeholders can participate in the consultation process for the project. This process of designing with rather than for people leads to increased positive sentiment from the community in the final design because people see themselves and their needs reflected in the final design.

While considering the EDIA principles at the core of UC’s reimaging, the findings suggest the need to address UC’s identity and community. After consulting with UC students, staff, faculty, and alumni, we were able to identify key needs from the college community. This report is designed to highlight these human-centered aspirations as UC develops physical designs for the college’s spaces.

Methods

At the Innovation Hub, we strive to understand student, staff, faculty, and alumni experiences, as told to us through their stories, and allow that understanding to inspire design. We explore the ‘problem space’ in all its textures—moving beyond the what questions to the underlying why’s and how’s—rather than jumping to solutions. To achieve this, we use approaches such as interviews and discussion groups to encourage students to describe their experiences to us in their own words. The richer these descriptions, the better we understand how it feels to be in their unique positions.

We want our understanding to be authentic and comprehensive. Thus, we focus on meeting people as equals, encouraging them to speak in depth, and seeking diverse participants. For this project, we interviewed 20 students through five feedback sessions as well as 18 faculty, staff, and alumni.

In our examination of the data, we used grounded analytical techniques to gain a deeper understanding of the core needs students, staff, and faculty communicated, and developed a vision based on our insights. We synthesized stories participants shared into personas to bring their needs to life. We also developed design principles that guide the reimagining of the future of University College.

For the second phase of the project, we hosted co-creation sessions to share key findings from the September 2022 report and hear students’ thoughts and reactions. We also engaged students in idea generation activities to understand their ideas for reimagining UC. We spoke to 29 students across 3 co-creation events. Insights from the co-creation sessions and ideas generated by students are contained in the Co-Creation at University College and Design Principles section of this report.
Our Findings

Vision: We believe that the future of University College is built on an evolving identity co-created by its community.

We found that students, faculty, staff, and alumni have somewhat different understandings of what UC’s identity is. All groups referenced UC’s history in various capacities and in their discussions, they compared its history to where the college stands today. The pandemic worsened the divide we noticed between students perceptions of UC’s identity and faculty and staff descriptions of UC’s identity. Fortunately, the college is well positioned to reconcile this disconnect because its students, alumni, staff, and faculty are eager to be part of UC’s evolution into the future.
History: An Asset or a Liability?

Setting a New Standard

The colonial history of UC and the university in general came up throughout our conversations as a particular area of concern. Staff and alumni raised concerns about UC’s colonial history and architecture. Community members expressed the need to decolonize and recontextualize this history to be more inclusive.

- Many students agreed that UC’s unique architecture makes it an iconic and significant part of the University of Toronto (U of T) campus, sometimes representing the entire university. The age of the building poses practical challenges to students’ sense of well-being, cleanliness, and order in the college. Students expressed the need to reconcile their affinity for the unique architecture with their practical needs from spaces.
- However, UC's iconic architecture carries with it the college’s colonial history. An Indigenous community member mentioned that UC's colonial architecture reminded them of residential schools. Beyond the practical challenges of space, which many community members addressed, UC needs to be revitalized to address the emotional challenges its colonial history imposes.

Our Story: Evolution From Then to Now

Students and stakeholders expressed the need to reimagine UC in a modern context that is adaptable for the future while still respecting and considering UC's whole history. Members of the UC community shared they would like to see a solid identity for UC that can readily evolve with the changing needs of the community.

- One faculty member addressed how the pandemic and the transition to online learning and socialization has turned their interactions with members of the UC community to being only context-based. The remote culture reduced the number of casual interactions between community members, isolating communication and socialization to specified times and groups (e.g. classes, club meetings, council meetings), thereby reducing the community’s sense for connection.
- Students also expressed sentiments about the need for UC to become more adaptable. Across feedback sessions, students varied in opinions between preserving UC's architecture and preferring a modern university environment. One student mentioned how they love the gothic feel of the main building. Another student criticized how the floorboards creak and suggested that the building should be brought up to shape. There is a need to reconcile the polarized desires into a singular vision for an adaptable college that will evolve readily.
Theme Two
Inclusion Creates Belonging

From Loneliness to Finding Community

Staff and students expressed that they lack a strong sense of belonging within the UC community. Community building has become a difficult task for many members of UC, which includes disconnection in social environments and barriers in physical spaces. Students and staff expressed the need for the college to respond to their feelings of detachment and isolation in order to foster a stronger sense of belonging on campus.

- Commuting students who we spoke to were able to find some sense of community within UC in the space designated to them. However, students often reported struggling to find places near their class to congregate with others which hurt their ability to build community.
- Staff members discussed how their office felt very out of the way and disconnected from other faculty members. One staff member addressed how very few members of the UC community have been able to find them at their office, and said they feels a sense of loneliness due to the lack of impromptu interactions.

Everyone is Included

Students shared the need for community spaces to act as stress-free environments to collaborate and congregate.

- Many students told us that they look forward to congregating with their peers in UC classrooms to work and socialize. These students enjoyed the privacy and often quieter nature of an empty classroom. However, just as many students shared not feeling welcome in empty classrooms. One student shared an experience where they were looking for a space to study quietly. The student found a room with a few students and asked whether they could study in the same classroom, but they told them to find a different space.
- In one feedback session, the students agreed that the UC Dining Hall is a notable example of a stress-free environment and suggested that the college replicate the successful elements of the space in other spaces. Students told stories of how the UC Dining Hall allows peers to collaborate and congregate in a stress-free environment. This culture fosters a sense of inclusion and belonging amongst all members of the UC community.

Safety

Staff, faculty, and students shared stories about UC’s infrastructure. Given the age of the physical spaces at UC, stakeholders have concerns about their physical safety and well-being while on the UC campus. Students, faculty, and staff also shared concerns for community members’ psychological safety. Students, faculty, and staff concerns for safety show that they need UC to be more proactive in ensuring all its spaces are physically and psychologically safe.

- Staff members describe the buildings as being “old and run down,” leading the buildings to feel unsafe which left staff feeling uncertain when discussing their well-being. Specifically, one staff member described a window with a crack in it that they have observed the natural elements entering their office. Another staff member described a squirrel entering their office. The event caused them great anxiety for their health and safety.
- One student describes a dorm washroom covered in mold. The student stated that the mold made them feel unsafe and that they felt good for friends with glasses who could not see the mold if they took off their glasses. Another student shared that they felt uncomfortable going into UC basement spaces because they are dark and typically sparsely populated.
Theme Three
Co-creating the Future

Aspiration vs Reality

The experiences students and staff shared reveal a disconnect between their perspectives on several key issues. In general, students expressed feeling disconnected from UC and shared some negative stories, demonstrating their need for more compassion from UC staff in understanding their frustrations about the college. Students expressed feeling out of touch with the UC community and emphasized the importance of meaningful interactions between both staff and students for reigniting this community. Staff, faculty, and alumni, on the other hand, expressed positive sentiments about the college and UC student experiences despite the pandemic’s impact.

- Some students expressed significant difficulty associating with the college virtually because of the pandemic and their sense of connection with UC diminished greatly once they were no longer visiting the college space physically.
- Many students discussed that virtual events are less fulfilling than in-person events. In one feedback session, students unanimously expressed no desire to attend virtual Fireball since the event relied so heavily on its in-person components.
- Staff and alumni who still formally associate with UC often emphasized the pandemic’s positive impacts on communication and community-building. One staff and faculty member shared that using platforms like Zoom was a wonderful opportunity to increase their engagement with the UC community. The staff and faculty members said that virtual learning broadened their outreach and communication with people in their classroom attending from across the world.

A Place to Create

Students, faculty, and staff highlighted the value of spaces that encourage creativity. UC already has certain spaces that community members use for creative work, such as Café Reznikoff and the Drama Department, but stakeholders expressed a need for more spaces dedicated to creativity, collaboration, and skill-building.

- Several students expressed enjoying working on more creative projects in the UC Library because of its fusion of modern and historical elements. These students reported that the library’s ambiance encouraged them to work productively.
- One staff member expressed the desire for more creative spaces within the college. The staff member expressed that the introduction of more creative spaces would not only encourage creative collaboration among students and staff, but that it would also help foster community among likeminded individuals with comparable interests.
Theme Four
Finding Our Way

Navigating UC

Students expressed frustration navigating University College spaces due to a lack of signage accompanied with the building’s confusing layout. Students reported being unable to find their classes or their professors’ offices and struggled to find help while wayfinding. Students shared that these navigational issues made them feel stressed, anxious, or embarrassed. Multiple faculty members also addressed this issue, stating that late arrivals disrupt their lectures.

- Many students reported making a significant effort to find their classrooms. One student said that they would arrive to class well in advance to avoid the stress of their navigational challenges. Another student reported feeling overwhelmed by just the prospect of navigating UC. Another student stated that they accidentally walked into a lecture hall thinking that it was a bathroom multiple times because all the doors have the same appearance with little to no signage.
- Faculty and staff members have even reported making accommodations to help students navigate their way to their classroom. One staff member pointed out that because of UC’s complex architecture, people would only walk through the UC building when they have a purpose to.
- A faculty member stated that they meet students outside of University College for office hours and meetings because students struggle to find their office inside the building. The faculty member suggested that this alternate meeting space helps save their visitors time and frustration that they experienced while they searched for their office.

Removing Barriers

Students expressed the need for flexibility in UC services to help them succeed. Students shared various barriers to student life at UC that often remain invisible. Multiple students expressed the need for UC food services to accommodate late classes and financial concerns. Students rely on campus food services for reliable sustenance. These students shared how financial and temporal constraints on these services leave them without reliable access to nutritious food.

- One student mentioned their concern with UC Dining Hall’s closing time claiming that it closes too early for their schedule. The student suggested that students with early and/or late classes might end up not having a place to have dinner they already pay for.
- Another student expressed frustration at not getting a refund for the mandatory meal plan when the university sent them home due to the pandemic.

Being a Small Pond in a Big Sea

U of T students have access to such an extensive range of services, spaces, and offerings that it can be difficult to navigate where to go. Students expressed a need for more clarity and guidance about spaces, services, and offerings at UC, where there are a broad variety of these offerings. Many students and staff expressed the need for a centralized and simplified system where they can identify these offerings and navigate the countless opportunities open to them.

- Students expressed not knowing which clubs and organizations are even available to them, sharing that students know they need to do their own research but do not have the tools to successfully start. These students shared that they feel frustrated because they are interested in getting involved but cannot find the information they want to find.
- One student suggested that UC’s current attempts to introduce students to their options are not the most effective, citing the information-dump at orientation is something they quickly forgot the details of.
- Staff members also recognized that students need more consistent and accessible resources to locate opportunities for engagement. Some staff members felt that the current systems are disorganized and harmful to student experiences.
Personas bring stories to life by presenting narratives based on peoples’ experiences. Each story is assembled from several interviews, which allows us to offer a collective view of the data, highlighting recurring themes, and to personalize the insights, encouraging designers to take students’ perspectives, while maintaining anonymity.

We encourage University College designers to reflect upon these personas as they brainstorm solutions. Consider how each individual would interact with your ideas.

**Roberto**  
**Second-year student that lived in a University College residence**  
I loved my time living in residence at UC. Being there made it so much easier to meet people, see my friends, and get around the campus. Even though there were some things about it that were inconvenient, it was well worth it due to this closeness I was able to foster with my peers. We had a lot of fun spaces that we were able to use, like the common room. In these spaces we were all able to come together, relax, take our minds off academic stressors, and just have a really fun time hanging out. Living in residence definitely made me feel like I was a part of the UC community and really helped me make friends at the college.

“Living in UC, like living in Whitney Hall, was a really great experience because the Dons were so supportive and the communities... Actually, I was weirdly... put in a life science Living Learning Community, despite not being [a] life sciences student, but just because of the way it was structured, it was still really easy for me to... meet other people I had common interests with and make a....really good community.”

**Carly**  
**A fourth-year commuter student in University College**  
My experience with UC has not been ideal. I’m a commuter student, so I don’t have a strong connection to UC because I only spend time there if I need to. I always get lost in the old UC building. A friend told me to check out the Commuter Student Center to make some friends, but when I went there, I found that everyone seemed to go in groups rather than as individuals looking to socialize and make friends. This inability to fit in left me with an awkward feeling that I didn’t belong at UC.

“I just have an experience with the CSC, this is back in first year before Covid happened, so I’ve no idea what it’s like now. But it’s, it felt like a welcoming place at first, but then it got a little bit like clique-y, because people had their own groups. I guess the idea of the place was just to have, like a shared common space where people can study or joke around, and, you know, make friends. But yeah, became like unwelcome at times, because people would form groups and then kind of make it like a hostile environment.”

**Ahmed**  
**A University College alumnus**  
My experience at U of T is something I will certainly not forget. I spent a lot of time in residence during my undergraduate studies and hung out on campus frequently during my Master’s. However, I noticed there are many spaces that have not been updated since my studies a couple decades ago. I can still hear those wooden floors squeaking while rushing between my classes. The residence I lived in is exactly the same as it was when I stayed there. Nobody used those industrial kitchenettes! I also know for a fact that those rooms in the basement of UC are, and have been, majorly underused. The architecture is beautiful, but I was looking forward to some better uses of student spaces.

“Several years ago, now, a friend of mine from university days and I went back, and I’m thinking of Whitney in particular, and spaces in Whitney were still not being used. The old industrial kitchens were still not being used I think that’s still true.”
Frida
A professor in a University College program

I love teaching at UC and am grateful that my research interests align with a UC program. I get to see students start exploring in their first or second year and see them grow up as courses get smaller and smaller. I’ll supervise students’ independent studies or hire them as research assistants in their final years and really get to know them as individuals. The tight-knit nature of the program means that I recognise most of the faces in some of my courses and get to offer them academic and professional advice before they move on into the world. That said, my office is hard to find and in a part of the UC building that is not physically accessible to all students. Although I try my best to offer accommodations to my students, I often wonder what connections I’m missing out on because I’m hard to find.

“There’s my office and then there’s like a classroom and then there’s like a lounge for [program] students. But nobody’s ever around. So, it’s like I’m alone in a little hallway so the pandemic is just... just nobody is there ever, except me.”

Steven
An staff member at University College

One of my favourite things about working at UC is certainly the architecture and aesthetic beauty of the building. When I come to work, I feel a sense of grandiosity that one might not expect from an administrative position, and I am constantly exploring the college and finding interesting new spaces and facts. However, one thing I have struggled with is finding a sense of community at work. The pandemic definitely affected this and made it more difficult, but even now after returning I’ve found it somewhat difficult to feel truly connected to the college. A particular difficulty is reaching all areas of the student body. I’ve found that the same students tend to get involved in UC initiatives, primarily student leaders who are already involved in college life in a major way. I would love to be able to reach a broader community and help foster a greater sense of connectedness for the entire UC student body.

“So, the feeling of community I don’t necessarily feel, but I think that’s just my role, too, and from everyone being away and all this kind of stuff. So, I would say, just like proud about working here, but also still grappling with that history I was talking about earlier. Yeah, allowing myself to appreciate what’s around me and the history without losing sight too.”
A journey map is representative of student, staff, and faculty stories by mapping out their journey. **The following depiction of the college's building showcases student, staff, and faculty stories as building blocks of University College's identity.** Each of the five stories detail a fictionalized account before our design principles are applied to their experiences.

**Roberto** feels like their first year living in residence was a mixed bag. It made it easier to navigate campus and feel closer to the community. However, their residence was really old. They tried to bring these issues to the Residence Council, but felt frustrated by the lack of progress on these issues. Clean and safe living conditions impacts how they feel and wishes living in residence didn’t feel like a trade-off.

**Marina** lived in residence at UC during their first year. It was entirely online due to the pandemic. Virtual orientation events made them feel disconnected from the community. A fully online first year made it difficult to make friends, since students weren’t allowed to use common spaces. As the university transitions back to in-person, Marina is not sure how to navigate finding new connections.

**Steven** started working in an administrative role at UC five years ago. Their favourite thing about UC is the architecture and aesthetic beauty of the building. They work with UC students, but often struggle to connect with them. The same students tend to get involved so they would like to reach a broader community that’s more representative of the entire student body.

**Carly** is a commuter student and doesn’t feel a strong connection to UC because they only spend time there when needed. They get lost in the building from the unclear signage. They tried to hang out at the Commuter Student Center to make friends, but everyone went in groups rather than as individuals looking to socialize. This inability to fit in left them feeling awkward and like they didn’t belong.

**Frida** has been a professor in a UC program for over ten years now and loves teaching here. They feel like they make really meaningful relationships with their students. However, their office is hard to find. It’s in a part of the UC building that is not physically accessible to all students. So, they don’t feel like they’re reaching as many students as they can.
Journey Map
Future UC

The following depiction of the college’s building showcases student, staff, and faculty stories as building blocks of University College’s evolving identity co-created by members of its community. Each of the five stories detail a fictionalized account after our design principles are applied to the space.

Living in residence was awesome for Roberto! The buildings were nice and clean, so they felt comfortable living there which made it easier to experience positive college life. Roberto feels connected to everything that makes campus life great, like being able to meet new people and being near friends. Living on campus also definitely helped them get around more easily and make it to classes on time.

Marina’s first year of university was online, but they formed great connections through UC! Their residence dons made students feel safe and heard throughout the pandemic. They found lots of friends once in-person through UC events. They hangout with friends in the Junior Common Room and other newly renovated areas. Having a space to congregate in has made it a lot easier to develop relationships.

Steven’s favourite thing about working at UC is the architecture and aesthetic beauty of the building. They were worried that it would be only the same students who would tend to get involved in UC initiatives, but they interact with every kind of UC student almost every day! Steven hears all the time from students that their peers encouraged them to come say hi, and they’re so happy to be working somewhere that encourages this inter student-staff collaboration.

Carly is always making friends in the CSC. UC offers event series to build connections with other students and staff, which makes them feel part of the UC community. They have several classes at UC, and feel like navigating the building is pretty easy with the clear signage. They did get lost one time, but found a friendly staff member to help them. Their experience at UC is the most memorable during their time at U of T. They’re having a wonderful experience as a UC commuter student!

Frida has been a professor in a UC program for over ten years now and loves teaching here. The relatively small student base makes them feel like they make meaningful relationships with their students. Their office is hard to find because it’s in a tucked-away part of the building. But the signage was recently improved and students joke that it’s easier to find my office than the class’s Quercus page.
Co-Creation at University College

The Innovation Hub in collaboration with University College (UC) held three 90-minute co-creation sessions, Co-Creating the Future of University College: Redefining the Student Experience which took place on January 17th, 19th, and 26th, 2023. The co-creation events consisted of a presentation by the Innovation Hub about our initial findings to hear students' reactions. We followed up with two ideation activities where students generated ideas for the future of University College.

Overall Findings

Students expressed that they see spaces at UC as an experience that goes beyond physical space. UC spaces embody a community-building experience for students as community interactions that bring people together can be fostered across many different UC spaces.

Students told us that poor wayfinding is a significant barrier to accessing spaces and community building opportunities. Difficulties finding space may cause students to be delayed or miss events because they cannot find their destination.

Students shared that they have a variety of evolving needs as they progress through their student journey. Since spaces at UC are frequently used to hold academic and leisure activities, students feel that spaces should be designed with flexibility and practicality in mind to accommodate a dynamic user population of the space.

Students expressed that they were interested in the prospect of expanding creative pursuits at UC. Students shared the desire to see increased awareness around existing creative programs, and the development of new creative programs and spaces.

What Students Told Us...

What’s Working Well for Students

- Students appreciate the historical aesthetic value of the college but also enjoy the integration of modern aspects, like the UC library for example. Students want to see more spaces that embrace UC's historical architecture while also prioritizing accessible and inclusive design.

- Students told us that they deeply value UC's strong sense of community and feel welcomed by all students, faculty, and staff within the college. Students noted that UC provides a comfortable space beyond academia which helps foster a welcoming environment for them.

- Students told us that spaces that can provide a calm and safe environment to rest and study are important to them. Students feel that the college has been investing more focus on promoting calm and safe spaces for students and they appreciate these efforts.

What’s Challenging

- Students expressed that they feel disconnected from UC because of a lack of knowledge about the college's history. Students want more opportunities to reflect and learn about all aspects of UC's history.

- Students appreciate the strong elements of community at UC, but want to see more physically accessible and inclusive spaces to allow spaces to be even more welcoming and conducive to community building.

- Students shared that they want more opportunities to be involved within the college to create positive impacts and have their voices heard in the UC community. Students believe student representation in college wide decision making is instrumental for co-creating an evolving but unified identity at UC.
Co-Creation at University College

Each of the four stories details a fictionalized account of students participating in a co-creation session. The personas are engaging in dialogue about their experiences in University College and their hopes for the future of the college.

Roberto lives off-campus and was worried about staying connected to the college community. However, seeing UC’s artistic culture encouraged him, knowing he can still be part of the UC community without living in residence. Roberto enjoys the new study space in the college to work on assignments and was so productive that he treated himself to a job well done, by using the new UC music rooms. Though Roberto left his flute home, he rented out one at UC and found a pianist and guitar player. With creative juices flowing, Roberto was inspired to sign up for an open mic night at UC! Roberto is excited to perform with the new trio.

Carly is a commuter student and values relaxing space where they can go to between classes and talk with friends. Carly feels like there is not enough spaces at UC and does not know where to hang out in addition to the Commuter Student Centre. Carly never knows where to go in the building or who to ask for help finding spaces. Carly wishes to know about more spots to relax, eat, and socialize at UC. Carly appreciates nature and also wants to be able to study outside but is unsure if there are outdoor green spaces like this.

Min finds themself very drawn to UC because of its beautiful architecture, but feels like they don’t belong inside the building since they are not a UC student. Min wants to spend more time in and around UC, but they struggle with finding their way around. Min once tried to go to an event their UC friend told them about and they were supposed to go together, but Min’s friend cancelled on them last minute. Min spent 20 minutes trying to find the space and ran into a staff member at one point and asked for help but still couldn’t find the space. Min didn’t end up going to the event because they couldn’t find the room the event was being held in.

Marina lived in a UC residence in first year, which was mostly virtual due to the pandemic. Marina is going into second year and hopes to spend more time in UC as the campus opens. Marina wants to meet new people but is still getting used to being on campus and accessing UC’s in-person services. Marina has heard from friends that UC’s academic advising and financial aid offices have long wait times. Marina feels anxious because they do not have a lot of family support while living away from home. Marina is going to be spending a lot of time on campus this school year and it’s important to them that their day-to-day needs are met.
Co-Creation at University College

The following depiction of the college’s building showcases student stories as building blocks of University College’s evolving identity co-created by members of its community. Each of the four stories detail a fictionalized account after the students participated in co-creation sessions and the design principles were applied to the space.

Robertó lives off-campus and was worried about staying connected to the college community. However, seeing UC’s artistic culture encouraged him, knowing he can still be part of the UC community without living in residence. Roberto enjoys the new study space in the college to work on assignments and was so productive that he treated himself to a job well done, by using the new UC music rooms. Though Roberto left his flute home, he rented out one at UC and found a pianist and guitar player. With creative juices flowing, Roberto was inspired to sign up for an open mic night at UC! Roberto is excited to perform with the new trio.

Carly was worried about finding campus spaces to hang out in, but now with more new spots to relax at UC, she is excited to spend time in the building. The creation of the new UC lounge has provided Marina with more options for spaces with open seating, good lighting, and comfortable seats and spaces to eat. Marina feels like this had made the library a better place to study, since students have options for study and social places. Marina also enjoys the renovations made to the green spaces because it has made the outdoors of UC a prime spot to catch some rays in the warmer months while still being productive.

Min is not a UC student but goes to the building often. With improvements in wayfinding like more visible signage, Min no longer feels intimidated to go inside. Min appreciates walking in and seeing the big map and then following the colour coded signs to get where they need to go. Finding the space they need has become a lot easier. Recently, Min has seen more advertising from the College in social media that circulates the whole campus. This made Min feel really welcome and comfortable attending events at the College even though it’s not their home college. UC is one of their favourite spots on campus!

Marina was anxious about being back in person after a full year online, but with how easy it is now to meet new people and access in-person services at UC, she is starting to enjoy being back on campus. Marina has seen information about accessing UC supports clearly circulated and promoted in students spaces. She stopped by one day for advice and was able to receive very helpful drop-in support. Marina feels like UC has made it easier to balance school and their social life through things like more visible support options and flexible building spaces for studying and socializing.
Design Principles

The principles presented here are guidelines for designing to meet people’s needs. The principles suggest issues to keep in mind while prototyping solutions and offer criteria for refining and prioritizing design ideas.

Recognize and Recontextualize History

Consider UC’s complicated and extensive history. Explicitly recognize this history and recontextualize the building’s positive architectural values to address and mitigate the emotional damage these histories caused.

- Offer UC-specific historical tours to students and visitors within and outside of the UC community
- Equip UC student ambassadors with UC-related historical education to improve awareness of the history of UC amongst users and visitors of the space
- Introduce and acknowledge UC’s history by having open conversations during orientation events, tours, posters, and informational plaques in the building
- Create an accessible interactive platform for community members who are interested in learning about the history of UC
- Display historical photos of UC and its community to foster a sense of connection between current students and previous generations
- Inform community members about UC’s current stance and steps toward addressing historical events and issues to demonstrate commitment to evolving for a stronger future

Co-Create an Evolving Identity

Ensure that all members of the UC community are the ones to help evolve and establish a sense of identity. It is important to stay true to the original context, while also allowing room to adapt according to change.

- Develop a strong culture of support and care by hosting more community events and advertising unique activities held by UC
- Provide opt-in options for non-UC students to subscribe to UC newsletters and other communication to expand reach
- Host community events that encourage student-led or community-led dialogue and idea sharing about UC spaces and community building
- Offer UC-specific courses and an annual yearbook of current students to encourage student engagement in co-creating identity
- Facilitate a sense of college pride beyond orientation through collaborative events within UC and between other colleges
- Provide students with opportunities to invoke tangible change at UC through their feedback
Design Principles

Inclusion by Design

Consider the rich diversity of the UC community in every new design. Use universal design principles when creating new programs, services, and spaces to ensure that everyone has their needs met and feels welcome.

- Modernize infrastructure and systems while embracing historical context and tradition. For example, update space like the dining hall or JCR to match newly renovated spaces at UC
- Maintain the freedom for all students to take UC courses and use the UC space regardless of the department and college they belong to
- Ensure essential amenities such as menstrual products and kettles are available to students who use the UC space regularly
- Design out the hazards and improve accessibility by incorporating things like ramps, wider doorways, automated doors and elevators for wheelchairs to ensure all individuals can use community spaces such as the JCR
- Implement gender-neutral washrooms
- Set up “culture rooms” with spaces dedicated to different parts of the world to celebrate the diversity of UC community

Calm Environments

UC has many spaces where students feel comfortable congregating and relaxing. Replicate elements of spaces that students enjoy to bring de-stressing elements into new spaces to create a calm atmosphere.

- Implement spaces for religious purposes such as prayer and meditation rooms to accommodate students’ spiritual needs
- Prioritize comfort in space revitalization, including ergonomic chairs, large couches, clean conditions, quiet zones, dimmable lights, accessible plugs, and snacks
- Utilize unoccupied UC classrooms and reinvent their spaces to accommodate commuter students with busy schedules who do not have the ability to relax between classes
- Create a stronger use of UC’s green space’s amongst community members throughout the entire school year through indoor and outdoor gardens
- Build open concept hallways and entrances at UC, limiting congestion
- Develop calm and spacious entryways with high ceilings
- Update the furniture in the Commuter Student Center
- Establish balanced spaces that can be used for casual hangouts, eating, and light chatter rather than just studying
Design Principles

A Safe Haven

Prioritize student, faculty, and staff safety. Consider designs that protect and enhance physical and psychological wellbeing to allow the UC community to thrive while in campus spaces.

- Make UC safer by implementing emergency call hotlines, T-Card building entry, more outdoor lighting, and improve surveillance around residence buildings
- Organize 24/7 patrolling on certain UC building floors and by entryways
- Increase a stronger focus on mental health services for students in UC through avenues such as in-person support and one-on-one meetings.
- Develop counselling, local health services, and anxiety management tools to strengthen morals and students’ mental wellness
- Students want first aid kits in classrooms as well as better ventilation and brighter lighting throughout UC buildings
- Recruit front desk staff or an information center in the main UC building to allow students to have direct access to support for a variety of needs

We’re Here to Listen

Listen to all kinds of UC community members to understand their experiences and desires for UC. Look for quick ways to implement their ideas and create a sense that they are part of co-creating a more unified identity.

- Hold more community meetings, UC town halls, and other avenues for the student body to come together and share ideas
- Students want more avenues to voice their thoughts concerns, like office hours, UC representatives, a “UC today” newspaper, phone numbers, or anonymous recommendation forms
- Incorporate communication methods to facilitate quick communications with students to hear feedback from a wide range of students like on-the-spot feedback booths, feedback wall to write thoughts, or offering feedback cue-cards or post-it notes
- Extend support and guidance to resources to both UC and non UC community members
- Use a community coordinator to promote student-led initiatives
- Acknowledge persons of color through heritage months
Design Principles

UCreativity

Find innovative ways to encourage students to gain, strengthen, and share their creative skills. Spaces built with creativity in mind will also help foster community and shape UC’s identity.

- Fund personal and public opportunities where UC students can connect and ideate together
- Provide access to studio spaces or workshops for students to explore new skills and practice creativity
- Promote and replicate existing creative outlets like the gargoyle, drag shows, and art submissions
- Provide an announcement board to help students be more aware of the College’s existing creative pursuits, such as the theatre program and art museum
- Provide bookable music rooms and instruments
- Promote self expression by encouraging community members to host community led events
- Create a public mural by art students or creatives from the community
- Display UC student art
- Provide a TV feed with news about UC students and community members that promotes their creative pursuits

Embedded Guidance

Enhance wayfinding in creative ways to ensure that UC is easier for the community to navigate.

- Spread awareness of the existing wayfinding resources available, such as the maps in the UC bookstore
- Prompt Instructors and TAs to include instructions in course announcements or course syllabi to inform students about ways to find their classroom or offices
- Create online interactive maps with UC building codes with a virtual reality option that presents the student perspective
- Clearly label entrances from each entryway in every UC building
- Update staff and faculty contact information and ensure they are easily accessible to those who need it
- Label and specify the corresponding wings in UC with color coordination to enhance wayfinding
- Provide more signs showing where rooms are at central locations in the buildings like the lobby, Junior Common Room, UC library, and more
- Provide floor Braille strips outside classrooms
- Clearly indicate where building users can find elevators
- More visible labels for bathrooms, including gender neutral locations
Design Principles

UC for Students Real Lives

Students benefit from services and spaces that are built around the sometimes-odd structure of their academic lives. Address logistical barriers that students face to accessing services and spaces by accommodating the various real-life scenarios and situations students face.

- Provide quiet zones and/or designated quiet hours
- Offer more financial scholarships and support for students and increase awareness about existing ones
- Ensure UC staff are accessible and approachable for student inquiries
- Increase dining hall hours and the flexibility of the meal plan by allowing it to be used at other colleges
- Reduce wait times for academic advising and increase drop-in and in-person sessions
- Dons should provide more education on services and programs like health/dental insurance reporting
- Provide central lockers especially for commuter students
- Host academic and non-academic social events
- Provide a 24/7 common area
- Create more programming to introduce students to UC spaces

U of T’s Complexities Simplifie

Consider the challenges U of T’s systems and structures pose to members of the university community and assess how UC can offer support. Address and implement solutions or supports in response to these challenges at the college-level to support a more accessible and inclusive overall experience at U of T for the UC community.

- Increase awareness about UC spaces that students can utilize
- Offer more support for first-generation students and students from equity deserving populations
- Provide a comprehensive description of the resources UC provides and its relationship to the University more broadly
- Provide accessible information to students about important areas of their student experiences like academic resources and support services
- Offer easier access to short, private meetings with advisors to resolve simple issues
- Provide more outlets to spread news to non UC students
- Improve how UC spreads information and offers services by consolidating and simplifying online information
In conclusion, reimagining University College spaces will need to consider the sometimes-opposing needs and values of its students, faculty, staff, and alumni to unify and solidify UC’s identity. Members of the UC community have expressed sentiments of loneliness and disconnect from the college and desire spaces to connect with their community. The college buildings currently pose barriers to access such as in navigation, accessibility, and emotional wellbeing. Through creating calm environments where students, faculty, staff, and alumni can gather to discuss and listen to the challenges they face at the college and steps for the college’s evolution. Though this work is still in progress, this evolution has led the community toward the work the college has already done toward reconciliation and decolonization. The college needs to continue to foster these spaces for collaboration and growth as it continues to develop and establish its future-forward identity. From our co-creation events, we learned that students are keen to see space embody a dynamic experience that brings people together and meets the needs of the community. The data and insights discussed in this report will support University College’s vision toward embedding EDIA principles into the college’s culture and physical spaces.
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